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ILONA MEIJA, the captivating flutist, mesmerizes audiences with her virtuosity and artistry. From

her early days in Latvia to becoming the piccolo flutist with the Latvian National Symphony

Orchestra and the principal flutist of the Latvian National Opera Orchestra, Ilona’s musical

journey has been adorned with triumphs. As a respected professor at the Jazeps Vitols Latvian

Academy of Music, she imparts her profound knowledge to the next generation of musicians.

Ilona’s chamber music collaborations are equally dazzling, showcasing her versatility with

esteemed artists worldwide.

AIGARS RAUMANIS, the brilliant saxophonist, enchants listeners with his soulful interpretations

and groundbreaking premieres of Latvian composers’ works. His accolades include The Great

Music Award’s “Young Artist of the Year 2019,” an honor bestowed upon only the finest musicians

in Latvia. With an impressive lineup of international competition wins, Aigars has proven his

excellence on global stages. As a sought-after soloist and ensemble member, he has graced

audiences across Europe, showcasing the saxophone’s captivating charm.

HERTA HANSENA, the dynamic pianist, brings a unique creative flair to every performance. As an

active concert performer and collaborative artist, Herta’s musical collaborations know no

bounds. Her artistic touch resonates in first performances of contemporary works and

captivating renditions of established masterpieces. As an associate professor at the Jazeps

Vitols Latvian Academy of Music, Herta passionately nurtures young talents, guiding them to

attain remarkable success in international competitions.

Together, Ilona, Aigars, and Herta form an extraordinary TRIO HAI that blends their virtuosity

and passion into musical masterpieces. All three of them have received the Great Music Award,

which is the highest prize given by the state of Latvia in the field of music. Experience their magic

as they take you on an exhilarating journey through the rich tapestry of classical and

contemporary music. The future of chamber music is here, and it is nothing short of exceptional

with this remarkable trio!

TRIO HAI



PROGRAMMES



LATVIA. NEW WORLD. TRIO HAI.

  Lowell Liebermann - Trio

  Gundega Šmite - From the Haze of Silence

  Imants Mežraups - Two Sketches of Braunschweig

  Russell Peterson - Trio

  `Chick Corea (Arr. Russell Peterson - Spain

PROGRAMME
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DESCRIPTION

Embark on an enthralling musical voyage with this captivating programme featuring a dynamic

trio of excellent musicians. The journey begins with Lowell Liebermann’s spellbinding Trio,

where the enchanting fusion of flute, saxophone, and piano creates a mesmerizing interplay of

melodies. 

Gundega Šmite’s hauntingly evocative From the Haze of Silence for flute and piano envelops the

audience in a realm of ethereal sounds and emotions. Next, immerse yourself in Imants

Mežraups’ Two Sketches of Braunschweig, an expressive and evocative saxophone and piano

duet that paints vivid musical landscapes. Russell Peterson’s masterful Trio returns, sweeping

listeners off their feet with its rhythmic complexities and harmonic brilliance.

The journey reaches its climax with Chick Corea’s timeless Spain, ingeniously arranged by

Russell Peterson, where the trio’s exuberant energy and virtuosity breathe new life into this

jazz classic. Each piece, carefully chosen, showcases the ensemble’s seamless chemistry, their

artistic brilliance, and their unwavering passion for music.

Don’t miss this unforgettable experience as the ensemble takes you on an exhilarating ride

through the rich tapestry of classical and contemporary sounds. Prepare to be amazed and

moved by the exceptional talent and musical finesse of this extraordinary trio. This carefully

crafted programme promises an evening of musical delight, leaving audiences awestruck and

craving for more.



BACH. AMERICA. TRIO HAI.

  Johann Sebastian Bach - Sonate in Es dur, BWV1031

  Johann Sebastian Bach - Sonate in h moll, BWV1030

  Russell Peterson - Trio

  Chick Corea (Arr. Russell Peterson) - Spain

PROGRAMME
1.

2.

3.

4.

DESCRIPTION

Experience the harmonious fusion of Bach and America in an extraordinary musical endeavor -

"BACH. AMERICA.TRIO HAI". The program opens with Johann Sebastian Bach's Sonate in Es dur,

BWV103, a soul-stirring saxophone and piano duet that showcases the timeless beauty of Bach's

compositions. Next, immerse yourself in the transcendent sounds of Bach's Sonate in h moll,

BWV1030, performed as a mesmerizing flute and piano duet, enchanting listeners with its

elegance and depth.

The journey continues with Russell Peterson's captivating Trio, a thrilling collaboration of

flute, saxophone, and piano that celebrates the convergence of classical and modern

influences. The grand finale features Chick Corea's Spain, arranged by Russell Peterson, where

the trio infuses this jazz classic with their unique flair, delivering an exhilarating performance

that leaves audiences spellbound.

Trio HAI has enchanted audiences in Latvia, where they performed this enthralling program in

concerts that captivated hearts and souls. The seamless interplay of talents and the

ensemble's commitment to musical excellence have earned them well-deserved acclaim.

Join Trio HAI on this musical odyssey, where the timeless beauty of Bach meets the vibrant spirit

of America. Experience the exceptional artistry and boundless creativity of this remarkable

ensemble, as they transport you through a diverse range of emotions and musical landscapes.

The fusion of Bach and America awaits, promising an unforgettable evening of artistic brilliance

and musical wonder.



AMERICAN DREAM. TRIO HAI.

  Lowell Liebermann - Trio

  Eric Ewazen - Ballade, Pastorale and Dance

  Russell Peterson - TriO

  Chick Corea (Arr. Russell Peterson) - Spain

PROGRAMME
1.

2.

3.

4.

DESCRIPTION

The journey commences with Lowell Liebermann's Trio, a mesmerizing blend of flute, saxophone,

and piano, taking the audience on an awe-inspiring adventure through its rich harmonies and

intricate interplay. Eric Ewazen's Ballade, Pastorale, and Dance unfold, painting vivid musical

portraits that evoke the essence of the American landscape, from pastoral tranquility to lively

dance rhythms.

Russell Peterson's masterful Trio resurfaces, enchanting listeners with its captivating

melodies and virtuosic prowess, capturing the essence of the American spirit. The program

culminates with Chick Corea's timeless Spain, arranged by Russell Peterson, infusing the

ensemble's performance with an exhilarating jazz energy and showcasing their boundless

creativity.

Join Trio HAI on this extraordinary musical odyssey, as they pay homage to the American Dream

with a program that is a delightful fusion of classical and contemporary sounds. Immerse

yourself in the unique talents and artistic brilliance of this exceptional ensemble, as they

transport you through a spectrum of emotions and musical landscapes. This carefully curated

program promises an unforgettable evening of musical wonder, leaving audiences inspired and

uplifted, as they celebrate the dream of American music.
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